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        How We Can Help

        
            Are you looking for an instant criminal background check search engine? Look no further! At VeriPages, our primary goal is to ensure reliable free criminal background checks, criminal records, addresses, number searches and many more. Read on and discover why VeriPages is the best criminal background check site.
        

        
                            
                    
                        
                            
                            
                        
                    

                    
                        Background Checks

                        Thanks to technology, you can unmask the people you relate with. If you are in a new relationship, getting records like divorces or marriages will be good, especially if the person is not forthcoming with such information. Similarly, if you get into business with a partner, you can do the best criminal background checks to get records like court cases. Better yet, you can do a cheap background check online on new employees as they join your team!

                    

                

                            
                    
                        
                            
                            
                        
                    

                    
                        Find Relatives

                        If you have a relative you have been trying to find for years and have yet to succeed, VeriPages offers you a quick and free solution. You will get their current address, and you can celebrate a reunion with your loved ones!

                    

                

                            
                    
                        
                            
                            
                        
                    

                    
                        Verify Unknown Phone Numbers

                        In this digital age, scammers may use unknown numbers to reach you. Don't worry; if an unknown number calls, don't pick up first. Use VeriPages services to verify the unknown number. We will provide a criminal history background check report of the phone number and the caller's name. Amazing right?

                    

                

                            
                    
                        
                            
                            
                        
                    

                    
                        Neighbor Research

                        Every time you have a new neighbor, you are wary if they are good people. With rampant security issues, you want to ensure you are safe. VeriPages will help you find information about your new neighbors for free, especially if you are suspicious. With VeriPages, you will find information on criminal background check free, drunk driving arrests and even sex offenders.

                    

                

                    

    



    
        
            
        

        
            About VeriPages in Numbers

            
                VeriPages has its headquarters in Wisconsin, United States. It has a vast database of over 100 million records to find people. With operations running for over ten years, the company continues to grow in client satisfaction as it grows in revenue.
            

        

    



    
        What You Get with VeriPages

        
            VeriPages is a free background check online no charge search engine dedicated to helping people find reliable information. Wondering what you get with us? Read on:
        

        
                                                
                                    
                    Criminal Records

                    Have you had suspicions about someone you interact with? With VeriPages, you don't have to worry anymore. We have a database with over 100,000 criminal records that allow you to run a free criminal background check. We enable you to keep your life at ease!

                                    

                                                                
                                    
                    People Search

                    VeriPages is your reliable and free background check online no charge search engine when searching for public information about people on the internet. All you need is to enter the person's name, and you can check the results to see their background criminal check results.

                                    

                                                                
                                    
                    Reverse Phone Lookup

                    Our database has over 13 million phone numbers. If you are looking for a caller's name, enter the phone number in our search engine, and you will get instant online background check results.

                                    
                                                                
                                    
                    Property Check

                    Suppose you want to buy a property; you need prior information to match your specifications. VeriPages makes your search easy as we provide residential property information such as construction type, year of construction and available number of bedrooms. Additionally, all this information is free!

                                    

                                                                
                                    
                    Reverse Address Lookup

                    Are you looking for someone who once worked in registered organizations in the US or other countries? VeriPages will help you trace these people. Also, if you are looking for people with specific phone numbers or addresses, VeriPages offers you a quick and free solution.

                                    
                                                                
                                    
                    Sex Offenders Reports

                    No one wants to have a sex offender around their family. Though it's not easy to rule them out, if you are suspicious of such people, go to the VeriPages database. We have a frequently updated sex offender report that is absolutely free to access. Keep your family members safe by weeding out sex offenders.

                                    

                                                                
                                    
                    Business Background Check

                    Venturing into business is an exhilarating moment for people. If you are going into a partnership, you must ensure that the person is the right fit for the success of your business. With VeriPages, you will get information on financial records, addresses, and credit scores. With this information, you will make an informed decision on whether to proceed with the partnership.

                                    

                                                                
                                    
                    Email Search

                    With advanced digital technology, many transactions and correspondences happen online. Therefore, occasionally, you are prone to receiving emails from people you don't recognize. To help you avoid scams, VeriPages has an email lookup service option. Input the email address and get the name or contact details of the sender.
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            Popular Name Searches

            
                There are so many people who have similar names. These popular names may make finding the person you are looking for hard. With VeriPages, we make the search easy through our advanced search engine.
            

            
                If the person you are looking for is in the popular name search, first filter the name by the state and the city where the person lives. Then you will enter their age and get several profiles to verify if it's the person you need.
            

            
                For example, if you are looking for David Fox in Atlanta, Georgia, aged 70, follow this procedure, and you will find him. The person's alias, where they lived before, and their kin is well listed. If you find the person on the list, you can acquire a detailed background report.
            

        

    



    
        Our Advantages

        
            Here are a few reasons why VeriPages is the best criminal background check site:
        

        
                            
                    
                    More than 100,000 Happy Clients

                    The success of any venture is customer satisfaction. At VeriPages, we are proud to have more than 100,000 happy clients rely on our services. Our advanced person search company has continued to provide reliable data sources for the past decade.

                

                            
                    
                    Up-to-date Database

                    When it comes to finding any information on a search engine, you need reliable and regularly updated information. At VeriPages, you can count on our database, which has daily updates on new information.

                

                            
                    
                    Huge Record Of Over 100 Million Records

                    With so many people in the world today, you need a partner who has a vast database. VeriPages database is extensive, with over 100 million records and growing by the day. This makes it easy to search for people online.

                

                            
                    
                    Great Customer Service

                    Another factor that ensures a company's success is its customer service. Our company has a team of professionals with years of experience in this field ready to serve you. Rest assured that you will find a friendly and reliable team to get you the desired results.

                

                            
                    
                    Fast Results

                    When looking for information on people, you need to find the information fast and ensure that it's credible. With VeriPages, we understand this fact and continue to maintain a competitive edge.

We have a track record of c credibility and swiftness in all our undertakings. Thus, you can rely on us for any people search.

                

                            
                    
                    More than 10 Years of Success

                    Over the years, we have grown in bounds, and our vision and mission are still rooted in ensuring customer satisfaction through continuous improvement. Our operations have run for over a decade, and as we propose to get to another decade, our goal is to continue growing as we expand our database and have more satisfied customers.

                

                            
                    
                    Continuous Improvement

                    Through the years and digital technology advancements, we pride ourselves on improving customer experiences. From data accuracy to great and easy-to-navigate website design, we ensure that customer satisfaction comes first.

                

                    

    



    
        
        
    
    
        How Our Service Works

        
            If you want to begin your background criminal check journey today, here are the steps to follow:
        

        
                            
                    Enter the Name of the Person

                    At the top of the VeriPages menu, you will find a search box that indicates you input the first and last name of the person and click on the search icon.

                

                            
                    Search for the Name

                    We go through our vast database to provide a list of people's names that match your search query. If the list of names is too long, you can choose to refine your search.

                

                            
                    Refine your Search

                    You can narrow down your name search by entering the state or city of the person you are searching for and their age. This makes it easy to identify the person.

                

                            
                    Get Free Profiles

                    Upon getting the person you are searching for, you can get a free profile of the person or business you are enquiring about.

                

                            
                    Background Check

                    If you need to access a criminal background check free, VeriPages gives you access to it using recent data available online.

                

                            
                    Subscription

                    This is a service for people that need unlimited access to our services and data updates on their searches.

                

                    

        Search NOW

    



    
        
            
        

        
            What Kind of Information Can You Expect to Discover?

            
                From our database, carrying out a background check gives you access to details such as
            

            	Phones
	Social media accounts
	Current and past addresses
	Marriages
	Properties
	Criminal records
	Bankruptcies
	Lawsuits
	Arrests


        

    



    
        
            
        

        
            About Our Background Check by Name and City

            
                It's effortless to find and get all the necessary information by narrowing down your search. In the search box at the top of our website, input the first and last name of the person and the city and state. You will get information on the person's past addresses and their aliases. Further, you will get more information based on a background check such as arrests, marriages, divorces etc.
            

            Search NOW

        

    



    
                FAQ

        
                            
                                        What Is VeriPages Criminal Background Check Service?

                    The service involves information gathering, database search, verification of data accuracy, report generation and final delivery of results. At VeriPages, we ensure that your free online criminal background check is credible and up to date.

                

                            
                                        How Can I Conduct a Criminal Background Check Using VeriPages?

                    Conducting a free online background check with VeriPages is pretty straightforward. All you need is the first and last name of the person. Narrow down the search by entering the city and state of the individual. If you have the person's age, this is also crucial to narrow down the search. Click on the online background check to get an up-to-date criminal record.

                

                            
                                        What Types Of Criminal Records Can I Expect to Find Through VeriPages?

                    You will find criminal records, including arrest, conviction, court orders, warrants, and sex offender records. If all this data is available in public records at VeriPages, we will find it for you and fast.

                

                            
                                        Is VeriPages Criminal Background Check Service Reliable and Accurate?

                    Yes! VeriPages ensures a thorough database search of various public records from registries such as arrest records, sex offenders registries etc., after which we verify the data by cross-referencing multiple sources for accuracy.

                

                            
                                        Can VeriPages Provide Information on Both Felony and Misdemeanor Offenses?

                    Yes, provided this information is publicly available in registries, we will get it for you. Furthermore, we must verify such sensitive information before sharing it online background check with our clients.

                

                            
                                        How Far Back Does the Criminal Background Check Information Go?

                    According to the FCRA (Fair Credit Reporting Act), reporting agencies must cover criminal background check online records that go back seven years. However, it depends on the federal and state laws based on the type of online background check requested.

                

                            
                                        Is my Personal Information Kept Confidential When Conducting a Criminal Background Check?

                    If a person's sensitive information finds it accessible to the public, this can ruin their reputation. Therefore personal data obtained from a criminal background remains confidential. Each state imposes laws governing confidentiality and the time frame you should dispose of the online background check information.

                

                            
                                        Are there any Legal Restrictions or Limitations to Using VeriPages for Criminal Background Checks?

                    In the US, if you are conducting an online background check for employment or housing purposes, you must comply with FCRA set rules. The FCRA offers clear guidelines on the collection and use of criminal records.

                

                            
                                        Can VeriPages Provide Information on Sex Offenders?

                    Yes, this is one of the criminal records that VeriPages provide. At VeriPages, we have access to several sex offender registries that enhance your search in our database. We ensure that we provide up-to-date information on sex offenders.

                

                            
                                        What Payment Options are Available for VeriPages Criminal Background Check Services?

                    VeriPages payment option uses a credit card, which the company bills monthly. A VeriPages subscriber gets unlimited access to all online background check services and updated data on criminal records.
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        DISCLAIMER: 

        
            You may not use Veripages or the information it provides to make decisions about employment, credit, housing or any other purpose that would require Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) compliance. Veripages is not a Consumer Reporting Agency (CRA) as defined by the FCRA and does not provide consumer reports.
        

        
            The information available through Veripages may not be 100% accurate, complete, or current. It should not be used in place of personal or professional research and due diligence. Veripages does not make any representation or warranty about the accuracy of the information available through the Site, its products, services or affiliates regarding the character or integrity of the any person. Please review the Terms & Conditions of Use that are implicit in the continued use of this website.
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